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Central dogma:

DNA              RNA               Protein

Nucleus                      Cytoplasm

Eukaryotes:   oligonucleic acid synthesis in nucleus
                               protein synthesis in cytoplasm

Nuclear Pores: gateway between nucleus & cytoplasm

Universal requirement – universal mechanism?



Signal Hypothesis

The Nobel Assembly at Karolinska Institutet has today decided to award 
the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine for 1999 to

Günter Blobel

for the discovery that

"proteins have intrinsic signals that govern their transport and 
localization in the cell"

... These signals can be compared to address tags or zip codes 
which ensure that a traveler's luggage arrives at the correct 
destination, or a letter reaches its correct addressee.

http://nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/medicine/laureates/1999/press.html



Nuclear Pores: Gateway between Nucleus & Cytoplasm

Open hole:
passive movement of small molecules

water, ions, metabolites, small proteins
simple diffusion
concentration equilibrates

Selective “gate”:
molecular specificity for large molecules

proteins, protein-RNA complexes
peptide signals & directional receptors
accumulation in nucleus (or cytoplasm)
energetic requirement – no Maxwell demon

a thermodynamic machine:  in what ways a motor?
vectorial transport or directional accumulation?



Nuclear Pores: Gateway between Nucleus & Cytoplasm



Beck et al., Cryo-EM tomography on NPC of Dictyostelium discoideum. 
Science 2004 306: 1387. 

Nuclear Pores: Gateway between Nucleus & Cytoplasm



import of GFP-nucleoplasmin

Nuclear Pores: a chemically-specific molecular pump



return to signal hypothesis (over-stated):

intracellular destiny encoded by peptides “zip code”
nuclear localization signal  NLS
nuclear export signal  NES
“protein X moves from A to B...”

nucleocytoplasmic transport receptors:
importin/exportin (karyopherin) family
selective diffusion of imp through NPC
labile cargo interaction regulated by Ran GTPase
GTP hydrolysis drives molecular accumulation
GTP hydrolysis decoupled from translocation (?!?!)

two mysteries...
why selective passage of receptors?
how to close a cycle of transport?

What can it do? What can't it do?



mystery #1:
specific translocation of receptors & receptor complexes
importance of FG repeat motifs

M Elbaum. Science. 2006 314(5800):766-7. 



Specificity of NPC – Exclusion Mechanism

create a gel chemically by precipitation of Nsp1 FG repeats

S Frey, RP Richter, D Görlich. Science 314:815-819 (2006).



Specificity of NPC – Exclusion Mechanism

force spectroscopy (with AFM) on clusters of Nup153.
exponential force-displacement relation indicates polymer brush

RYH Lim, N-P Huang, J Köser, J Deng, KH Aaron Lau, K Schwarz-Herion, B 
Fahrenkrog, U Aebi. Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. USA 103:9512-9517 (2006).



Mystery #1:
specific translocation of receptors & receptor complexes
importance of FG repeat motifs

SS Patel, BJ Belmont, JM Sante, MF Rexach. Cell 129:83-96 (2007)



Consensus model

affinity-based pump
stator & rotor uncoupled

U Kutay, D Gorlich 1999 Transport 
between the cell nucleus and the 
cytoplasm. Ann. Rev. Cell Dev. Biol. 
15: 607-60.
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Consensus model

affinity-based pump
stator & rotor uncoupled

import & export

U Kutay, D Gorlich 1999 Transport 
between the cell nucleus and the 
cytoplasm. Ann. Rev. Cell Dev. Biol. 
15: 607-60.



Consensus model

affinity-based pump
stator & rotor uncoupled

no force generating element

what's missing?
Thermodynamics!
reversibility?
predictive power
GTP coupling

U Kutay, D Gorlich 1999 Transport 
between the cell nucleus and the 
cytoplasm. Ann. Rev. Cell Dev. Biol. 
15: 607-60.



Computer simulation

D Gorlich, MJ Seewald, K Ribbeck 2003 Characterization of Ran-driven cargo 
transport and the RanGTPase system by kinetic measurements and computer 

simulation. EMBO J 22, 1088-1100.



ideal system: hold          fixed, measure

intact cell: nuclear accumulation depletes cytoplasm
synthesis and degradation

hard to address fundamental mechanism

cell-free nuclei, embedded in thermodynamic reservoir

[C ]C  [C ]N

[C ]C [C ]N

experimental approach: transport system as “enzyme”

mystery #2:

diffusive translocation, 
coupled to a chemical reaction out of equilibrium?



Xenopus egg extract – nuclear reconstitution

*  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:Xenopus_laevis.jpg

*



DNA

FESEM

Xenopus egg extract – nuclear reconstitution

http://www.eurekah.com/chapter/2352



FESEM

Xenopus egg extract – nuclear reconstitution



measurement system

local confocal fluorescence calibrated by FCS.



import kinetics

time-lapse  ~200x



           fixed in cytosolic reservoir.  Measure          .                

Simple first-order kinetics:

initial rate       , steady-state value 
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           fixed in cytosolic reservoir.  Measure          .  Plot                   .

Simple first-order kinetics:

initial rate       , steady-state value 
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import kinetics
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simple Michaelis-Menten behavior
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simple Michaelis-Menten behavior



nucleocytoplasmic transport recptor (NTR)
transport cargo
RanGTP

cytoplasm RanGAP

nucleus RanGEF
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NTR
transport cargo
RanGTP

cytoplasm RanGAP

nucleus RanGEF

saturation of exchange reaction makes transport bi-directional
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import kinetics
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simple model
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steady state accumulation depends on affinity 
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simple model: steady-state



dilution assay

bring nuclei to saturation 
transfer to new extract with cargo diluted



dilution assay

“linear” regime:
                 ratios equal, before & after dilution

same concentration by accumulation or dilution
saturation is a thermodynamic endpoint

[C ]C  K ss
M

[C ]N /[C ]C



non-invasive assay
fluorescence recovery must come from cytosolic proteins

photo-bleaching assay



fresh influx requires balanced outward flow

steady-state flux is at MAXIMAL rate!



fresh influx requires transport receptors

                   ... and those receptors are not exportins



fresh influx requires balanced outward flow



Physical conclusions:

steady state accumulation depends on affinity

import kinetics depend on pore permeability

K M
ss  K M

kin

weak coupling of GTP hydrolysis to transport

K TC

for transport, focus on the rotor - not the stator

steam engines and shopping malls



signal hypothesis
 

Definition:

Search for:       

Biology Glossary search by EverythingBio.com

  

The major mechanism whereby proteins that insert into or cross a membrane 
are synthesized by a membrane-bound ribosome. 

The first thirteen to thirty-six amino acids synthesized, termed a signal peptide, 
are recognized by a signal recognition particle that draws the ribosome to the 
membrane surface by interaction with a docking protein. The signal peptide 
may later be removed from the protein.

http://www.biochem.northwestern.edu/holmgren/Glossary/Definitions/
Def-S/signal_hypothesis.html

http://www.everythingbio.com/glos/index.php
http://www.everythingbio.com/


Biological consequences:

bidirectional signaling, open communication 
between nucleus and cytoplasm

regulate transport by modifying signals

anchor sites

extended/simplified signal hypothesis:
NLS determines fate of a protein population, 

not of the individual molecules!


